NOTIFICATION / DISPOSITION OF NONCONFORMING MATERIAL – MD-1898

Seller shall process nonconforming goods in accordance with the applicable method described below unless directed otherwise in the contract.

1. Buyer designed goods without Buyer’s MRB delegation:

   When Seller determines a nonconformance exists on goods and/or services Delivered and/or not yet delivered to Buyer under this Contract, Seller shall promptly notify Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative and submit Buyer’s Form MD-1898, “Request for Deviation/Waiver” (Disclosure) for disposition. When Seller determines a nonconformance exists on goods and/or services already delivered, Seller, in addition to the instructions above, will also enter a Notice of Escapement (NOE/Disclosure) for the delivered goods/services utilizing Buyer’s Supplier Quality supplier data system.

   NOTE: Form MD-1898, “Request for Deviation/Waiver” is available at: http://www.boeingsuppliers.com/supplier_portal/bdsSiteReqs.html

2. Seller designed goods (Seller Drawing, Buyer’s Source or Specification Control Drawing):

   Document and process nonconformance in accordance with Seller’s quality management system procedures.

   If any Buyer’s Source or Specification Control Drawing characteristic is nonconforming, it must be processed in accordance with requirement 1 above.